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TO: . Sponsoring and Cooperating Agencies 

FROM: Ted Fujita 

RE: Aerial Survey of the Red River Valley Tornadoes of 10 April 1979 

In response to Bob Abbey's telephone request to conduct a survey of the 
approximately 30 tornadoes reported on April 10, 1979 jointly with Texas Tech Univer
sity, I left Chicago with .,B~;.W.akimo.to, a graduate student, at 1 PM on April 11. The 
Texas Tech group left Lubbock by car at 5 A.M on the same day. 

After visiting Raymond Crooks, MIC of OKC NWSFO, and Ron Alberty, 
SESAME Operation o'irector of NSSL, in the afternoon, a 7:30 AM departure of 2 Cessnas . 
from Will Rogers Airport, Oklahoma City was arranged. 

'l\vo Ccssnas w·ere flown concurrently to cover the vast areas affected by the 
large number of reported tornadoes. Lawton Municipal Airport was selected as the 
refueling point each day at noon, so that I could obtain Wakimoto's findings of that morning 
which would reflect on my decision of flight areas covered and altitudes in the aft~rnoon. 

Six tornado paths with their combined length of 168 miles were flown ~ver, 
talcing about 1900 color pictures from 1,500 to 5,000 ft AGL. The summary of these 
tornadoes are: 

Path Lengths in miles 
Tornadoes Deaths/Injured FPP In Texas In Oklahoma. Total 

1. Vernon Tornado 12 I 70 4 ,4,3 28 11 39 
2 . Hollister Tornado o Io 2,2, 1 8 ' · 8 
3. Faxon Tornado 0 / 2 1 ,2,1 6 6 
4 . Lawton Tornado . 3 I 100 3 ,2,2 4 4 
5. Grandfield Tornado o I 5 2,4,5 9 55 +JO(Dbst) 64+30 
6. Seymour Tornado o I o ? ? ? ? ? . ' . ' . 
7. Wichita Falls Tornado 44 I 850 4,4,.4 36 11 +28(Dbst) 47 +28 

'IOTAL 59 I 927 73 95 +58(Dbst) 168 +58 

A total of 59 persons were killed while .more than 900 others were injured. 
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I mi~sed Jim Purdom of NESS at the OKC NWSFO by a few miriutes·, but 
] did have a chance to chat with Karl Johannessen of. NWS Headquarters there. For· 
'.·possible use by NOAA 's disaster survey team, · I wrote a short survey report which .is 
enclosed along With a preliminary survey map as· of April 15, Easter Sunday. There 
will be a number of changes after we analyze our aerial photos. Please feel fr~e . to 
call me for upda~~d information. 

My present plan of research on the Reci River Valley tornadoes is as 
follC>Ws: · 

Item A. Completion of F-scale contours of Lawton, Vernon and Wichita Falls 
tornadoes to obtain the DAPPLE values of two F 4 and one F 3 tornadoes. 
Bob _Abbey of NRC will be monitoring this proj~ct by coordinating With . 

. the Texas Tech effort. · · 

Item B. To relate the hole at the thunderstorm top with the Seymour and 
Wichita Falls tornadoes. SMS/GOES picture at 2330 GMT (1730 CST) 
showed a dark hole atop the Wichita Falls thunderstorm. · This evidence 
is in accordance With my cloud-top/tornado relationship. Un Whitney of 
NESS will be monitoring this project by coordinating the effort with Vince 
Oliver and Jim Purdom of NESS. 

**Item C. Misoscale ( 100 m - 1000 m) analysis of NSSL, CHILL, and CP-4 
Doppler:-radar data of Project SESAME in relation to exact locations and· 
characteristics of tornadoes and downbursts. Since I already have taken 
aerial photographs of these Doppler radar sites ·and their. environments, 
all I need are the. archived tapes from these radars. Jim Dodge of NASA 
will be monitoring this. project by coordinating with NSSL and NASA's 
research op. SESAME data. 

** Item C will help the National Weather Service in accumulating evidence on Doppler 
velocity/tornado intensity relationship as functions of scan direction, range from radar, 
wavelength, and attenuation by thunderstorms in the foreground. · 

** Item C will be useful for NCAR in determining the accuracy of CP-4 azimuth and 
range gate based on external check of ground clutter around the CP-4 site. I will 
coordinate this research ·with Cliff Murino and Jim Wilson . of NCAR. 

The purpose of this letter is to inform the sponsoring and cooperating agencies 
of my first-look description of the Red River Valley tornadoes. 

Enclosures: - Characteristics of Red River Valley Tornadoes 
. - Map of tornado paths as of April 15, 1979 
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Mailing. List: 

·NRC Bob Abbey, -Contract Monitor 

NESS Lin Whitney, . Grant Monitor 
Vince Oliver 
Jim Purdom 
Ed Ferguson 

NASA Jim Dodge, Contract Monitor 
Dave Atlas 

NWS Richard Hallgren 
Karl Johannessen· 
Mike Mogil 

NSSFC Allen Pearson 
Joe Schaefer 
Fred Ostby 

ERL Wilmot Hess 
. Joseph Golden 

·NSSL Ed Kessler 
Ron Alberty 
Peter Ray 

NSF Frank Eden 
Ron Taylor 

NCAR Cliff Murino 
Jim Wilson 

NWSFO Harold McCrabb, Fort Worth 
Raymond Crooks, Oklahoma City 
MIC, Wichita Falls 

TEXAS TECH 
Jim McDonald 
Joe Minor 



CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RED RIVER VALLEY TCRNAIXYES 

as of April 15, 1979 

by 

Ted Fujita 

On April 12 Fujita and Wakimoto used two Cessna 172s concurrently, flying 
about 12 hours each. Wakimoto's Cessna returned to OKC at 720 IM. Similar flights 
were repeated on April 13, following paths of a total of six tornadoes. 

Preliminary results of these six tornadoes are as follows: 

. 1. VERNON TORNADO FPP = 4,4,3 

Visible pa.th started at 9 ENE Crowell as a narrow line which 
· changed into cycloidal, suction-vortex swaths in the open field. 

Peak intensity of F4 {low) was reached to the south, through the 
east of. Vernon. 

This tornado crossed the Red River with Fi intensity, uprooting 
.about one hundred trees along the river bed. The path co~tinued to
ward the eaqt-northeast pa.st Davidson. The total path length was 
39 miles, 28 miles in Texas and 11 miles. ·in Oklahoma. 

2 • . HOLLISTER !CRNAJ;>O FPP =. 2,2t.1_;,_ 

The pa.th started at 1 S Hollister and continued toward the 
east-northeast. The peak intensity of F2 occurred at the 5 mile path 
mileage. The total pa.th length was 8 miles. 

3. FAXON TORNADO FPP = 1,2,1 

Pa.th beginning at 1 NW Faxon extended northeastward with the 
peak intensity of Fi at the location just to the north of Faxon. 
The pa.th length was 6 miles. 

4. IAWTO!f TORNADO FPP = 3,2 ,2 

. This tornado started t mile north of the te:r:minal building of 
the Lawton Municipal Airport. The path extended toward the northeast 
to Lee Blvd. and 2nd Street where the path made a gentle right turn . 

Tornado moved eastward across the Interstate, leaving beautiful 
suction-vortex m~ks in a wheat field before it crossed the Cache 
Creek, north .of OKL-7. th.en th.e tornado repeated rather complicated 
left and right turns before the pa.th from the air was lost in an area 
covered with low bushes which did not respond to FO win4. 

The maximU!ll intensity in Lawton was F3 (middle), however the peak 
intensity, as estimated from the air, occurred on both sides of the 
Interstate, where a car was blown off the OKL-7 access road. The 
estimated peak intensity is F3 {upper). The tota~ path length was 
4 miles. 
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·5. GRANDFIELD WRNAOO F.PP = 2,4, 5 

The first damage of this tornado was· seen in Harrold. The. path, 
at least one-hC)].f mile wide, continued northeast toward the Red River. 
Tornado crossed the river with FO intensity and began intensifying 
afterwa.Xds. There were seve:tal suction-vortex marks between the river 
and the G~dfield airfield where the first peak intensity · of F2 was 
reached. . 

Then, the tornado weakened to Fi as it cross.ed OKL-5. The pa th 
crossed US 281-277 about 11 miles south of the Lawton Airport and con
tinued northeast. Just to the east of the Cache Creek, a 1.5-mile · 
section of telephone/power lines· running N - S, was pushed over. . 

The second peak intensity of F2 was r eached at about 12 miles 
southeast of Lawton. Then, the. path continued northeast past OKI.r.7. 
On both sides of the highway the tornado demolished the same houses 
which were damaged by the April 5, 1978 tornado. I will confirm this 
by examining the areal photos I took last year. If so , it would appear 
that lightning struck the same location. again. 

Marlow was affected by FO to Fl winds. Roger Wakimoto stispected. 
that the .nature of the winds was not that of a tornado but a downburst. 
In our information exchange at Lawton during a refueling, I decided to 
re- examine the Marlow area. 

The Marlow storm was a 3-mile wide downburst, almost identical 
in pattern to Figures 7.2 and 7. 3 of ltujita's "Manual of Downburst 
Identificatior." (SMRP Res. Paper 1_56). The downburst started where 
the Granclfield tornado made the final left ~urn and extended past 
Marlow toward an area between Alex and Lindsay. The area of the Marlow 
downburst{s), probably a conglomerate of downbursts and microbursts , 
was an elongated ellipse, some 40 miles long. 

The Grandiield tornado was a wide-end { WE ) tornado with a length 
of 64 miles . Down burst damage of FO - Fi extended further toward the 
northeast, as far as JO miles from the end po·int of the tornado damage. 
The first 9-mile path was in Texas and the rest, 55-mile, was in Okla
homa. 

6. SEYMOUR '.OORNAOO FPP=??? 

The NSSL ~hase team confirmed a tornado moving east, to the north 
of Mabelle, Both Fujita and Wakimoto flew around Diversion Lake and · 
Lake Kemp. No tree damage has been found. 

Another attempt will be made to survey the area , both on the . 
ground and from the air within the next 10 days . 

7. WICHITA FALIS '.OORNADO FPP = 4,4,4 
The first indication of high wind was spotted about 3 miles 

east-northeast of Holliday. The tornado crossed the Archer-Wichita 
county line along the Fort Worth and Denver Railroad track, 

Two oil-storage tanks in an oil field were uprooted and blown off, 
leaving periodic black spots of crude-oil spills. Six high-tension 
steel towers to the southwest of the Memorial Stadium were damaged; 
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three·were laying flat. on the ground. The Stadium. is located near 
the Lrmile ·mileage from the first damage point. 

· The tornado intensified rapidly to. -F4 (uppermost) as it p~ssed 
to the. south of the Stadium and maintained this peak intensity for 
the next 11 miles. ·The width of ·the tornado in this 11-mile section, 
including an 8--mile section in the residential districts of Wichita 

. 1 
Fall.s, was extremely wide. The FO damage was about 12 mile wide; · 

·F1,. 3/4 mile; and ·F3, t mile. . · 
Whether the peak intensity was F4 {uppermost) or F5 (lower) is 

· debatable at· the ·present stage of the F-scal.e assessment. We took 
about 500 aerial photographs from 1500 to 3000 ft AGL. over Wichita 
Falls. The Texas Tech survey team headed by Jim McDonald and Joe 
Minor .has been perfonning an analysis of their ground and engineering 
survey. We will be reaching a joint decision on the final F scale. 
This is being coordinated by Bob Abbey of NRC. 

As soon as our color pictures are processed by Kodak in Chicago, 
we will assign an F-scale value to evei:y structure within the four 
sectional. maps extending from Memorial Stadium to McKinney Road. 

· This tornado, as inspected from t~e air, was not ·as intense as 
the Xenia tornado of April 3, 1974. However, its width through an 
11-mile section, including 8 mile length through the residential 
area, was much wider than that of the Xenia path. Apparently, this 
tornado traveled. slower than the Xenia tornado. During its weakening 
stage, from F3 to F2, the path made a turn toward the north-northeast, 
followed by a sharp right turn toward the east. · 

We encou.~tered serious difficulties in maintaining our research 
flights, due to the fact that the area was to the southeast extension 
of the Sheppard AFB runway which had a n\llllber of training flights 
descending through our survey altitude . 

One of the most interesting aerial views was that of the Red 
River crossing of this tornado, to the east of Byers. The river 
water was red indeed, being fed by the run-off water from the red-soil 
regions of Oklahoma and Texas • Over one hundred trees on both sides 
of the running river water were uprooted, showing the direction of 
tree falls in cyclonic swirl patterns. 

After the river crossing, the path made a gradual left turn 
toward the north-northeast, ending its Fl damage in an open field 
north-northeast of Waurika. Although the circulation pattern and Fi 
damage ended there, FO damage continued for at least the next 30 miles 
toward the northeast. 

Wakimoto tracked this JO mile section beyond Wildhorse Creek, 
east of Duncan. He confirmed that damage was FO category .everywhere. 
There were weak damages, mostly to trees and irrigation pipes, inside 
the triangle connecting Waurika and ~atliff City with the point !OE 
Duncan. 

An FO downburst, up to 10 mile wide, is suspected in this large 
area. This damage pattern is very similar to that of the Marlow down
burst. After evaluation of the aerial photographs, I will ask Wakimoto 
and another graduate student to cover this area again, more thoroughly, 
in an attempt to help my final decision. Wakimoto had considerable 



experience wi. th Greg Forbes in Jilapping wind: effects on corn fields. 
This :time, however, he experienced .considerable difficulty in 
mapping wind .effects on low bushes which .did not respond to FO wind 

. by virtue of their strength and low heights. 
The total path length of the Wichita Falls .tornado depen~ 

upon the outcome of the proposed second . survey. My :present guess is 

47 miles {tornado) + 28 miles (downburst) 

with a combined path length of 75 miles. Refer again to Figure 7.2 
of my "Manual of Downburst Identification". The first 36-mile section 
of this tornado was in Texas and the second 11-mile section was in 
Oklahoma. 
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